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SUMMARY

This project was concerned with theoretical modeling and laboratory experi-

ment to elucidate the role of chamber shaping on the combustion event in a four-

stroke-cycle, reciprocating-piston-type internal-combustion engine.

First, modeling of heat transfer as a determent of end-gas knock in a homo-

geneous-charge engine was undertaken (Carrier, Fendell, Fink, and Feldman 1984).

The last portion of the charge to be burned is subject to the greatest compres-

sional heating owing to the expansion of the hot, already burned gas. This

portion of the charge may undergo autoconversion to product prior to arrival of

the propagating flame. The consequence of the very rapid, constant-volume,

spatially homogeneous autoconversion is engendering a nonlinear pressure wave,

whose interaction with cylinder component results in audible knock. The auto-

conversion is particularly likely in high-compression-ratio engines of large

bore under sudden acceleration. Under such operation, the combination of large

spark advance, low engine speed, and large cylinder mass results in long flame

transit time and increased opportunity for explosion in the highly preheated

end gas. Analysis to indicate what fraction (if any) of the charge might under-

go autoconversion, and what heat transfer from the end gas would preclude this

autoconversion, has been carried out by generalization of the well-known two-

zone approach to combustion-event modeling in a homogeneous-charge engine. The

work corroborates that increased surface-to-volume ratio along the flame path

can inhibit knock without incurring unacceptably thick quench layers. (The

alternative approach is identification of an economically and environmentally

acceptable replacement for tetraethyl lead as a knock-inhibiting fuel additive;

chemical-kinetic investigations have yet to identify such an additive.)

The above-described engine-cylinder work does require as empirical input

the turbulent flame speed. A selfcontained analysis pertinent to the well-known

laboratory simulation device known as a rapid-compression machine also has been

carried out (Bush, Fendell, and Fink 1984). For the laminar-like conditions of

some rapid-compression machines, e.g., the so-called CE-i device in the Mechani-

cal Engineering Department of the University of California, Berkeley, the flame

propagation rate may be deduced from a chemical-kinetic model. The main chal-

lenge is that the relatively thin flame front, separating polytropically com-

pressed burned and unburned portions of the charge, necessitates introduction of



multiscaling techniques. However, the device offers a far more accessible quan-

titative description of how parametric changes alter knock propensity during

nonisobaric combustion in a variable-volume enclosure. While the analysis is

based upon a spatially homogeneous, though temporally varying, pressure--so that

the model is inappropriate beyond the onset of knock--still, if knock intensity

can be related to mass of charge that undergoes autoconversion, then the analy-

sis gives insight on knock intensity as well.

Another line of activity concerned experimental (Fairchild 1984) and theo-

retical (Carrier, Fendell, and Feldman 1984) investigation of two-cell, or

crevice-type, quenching of flame propagation. This type of quench (as opposed

to one-wall quenching) now is widely accepted to be the major source of unburned

hydrocarbon emissions from homogeneous-charge engine cylinders. If heat loss

from hot product gas to close-by, relatively cold walls precludes preheating of

fresh charge to its ignition condition, then flame propagation is precluded. A

counterstrategy is to reduce heat transfer to the walls by allowing the tempera-

ture of the walls to rise, so that flame propagation can persist into a smaller

crevice. This concept can be investigated in the laboratory by use of nonintru-

sive laser-powered optical diagnostic techniques (especially laser Raman spec-

troscopy). In particular, a planar fuel-lean premixed flame of simple hydrocar-

bon and air is stabilized on a heat-sink-type, porous-sintered-bronze flame-

holder. Two parallel planar water-cooled walls are sited flush against, and

perpendicular to, the exit face of the flameholder (Botha-Spalding burner). As

the two walls are brought into closer proximity, the quenching distance is iden-

tified (as a function of wall temperature--and many other parameters). The

problem of optical access is resolved by careful geometric design. The theore-

tical counterpart involves using quasilinearization/ADI numerical integration

of a two-dimensional elliptical formulation of the eigenvalue problem for flame

speed. Again, the objective is to identify how the flame speed (the eigenvalue)

decreases (and, at some finite separation, abruptly vanishes) as a function of

wall temperature. A particular difficulty is how to introduce (in a multidimen-

sional flow) an ignition temperature in a physically meaningful way, in order to

handle the so-called cold-boundary difficulty, whereby a premixture at any

finite temperature undergoes reaction prior to flame propagation. A significant

' ....... . .... . ... ... ' ' .. ..-i1 . .. ...NNW



reduction in quench distance seems achievable if the wall temperature is increased
from ambient by (say) twenty percent of the increment of adiabatic flame tempera-

ture over cold premixture temperature.
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